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In November, six of its state parties led 
by South Africa referred the situation 
in Palestine to the court and urged it to 
act. The same month, three Palestinian 
rights groups submitted a communica-
tion to the ICC, asking it to investigate 
the crimes of apartheid and genocide 
in Palestine.
In December, Khan visited Israel and 
made a short trip to Ramallah, where 
he briefly met with victims of Israeli 
crimes. He then issued a general state-
ment about investigating “allegations 
of crimes” that did not in any way refer 
to the mounting evidence of genocide 
being perpetrated in Gaza.
In January, the International Court 
of Justice (ICJ) declared that Israel is 
“plausibly” committing genocide in 
Gaza. That also did not spur the ICC 
into action. The court has not even at-
tempted to justify why it has failed to 
investigate genocide or issue any ar-
rest warrants.
Last month, our organisation, Law for 
Palestine, made the first in a series of 
submissions to the ICC, characterising 
the crime of genocide committed by 
Israeli leaders against the Palestinian 
people. The 200-page document, draft-
ed by 30 lawyers and legal researchers 
from across the world and reviewed by 
more than 15 experts, makes a com-
pelling case for the genocidal intent as 
well as for the prosecutorial policy that 
the court has followed in other cases.
If the ICC fails to act once again, it risks 
undermining its own authority as an 
institution of international justice 
and the international legal regime as a 
whole.

Intent is hard to prove, but not 
in Gaza
The ICC is obliged to take immediate 
action on Gaza given the wealth of ev-
idence supporting the accusations of 
genocide against Israel. Our submis-
sion highlights this reality.
In our filing, we focused specifically on 
the intent to commit genocide since it 
is considered the most difficult aspect 
to prove in a case of genocide.
We point to the numerous statements, 
including by Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu, President Issac 
Herzog, Defence Minister Yoav Gallant, 
and members of the Knesset, as well as 
members of the public, where the in-
tention to commit genocide is laid bare. 
We also refer to the database we have 
put together of more than 500 instanc-
es of Israeli incitement to genocide as 
additional proof.
While the statements form a substan-
tial part of the intent component of 
the crime of genocide, the submission 
goes beyond and highlights the various 
actions and official policies that addi-
tionally prove intent. These include a 
pattern of targeting of medical facili-
ties, deliberate destruction of agricul-
tural land and water systems, and the 
obstruction of aid in order to cause 
starvation.
We have also highlighted parallels be-
tween the well-documented Israeli 
policies of ethnic cleansing and similar 
atrocities in the former Yugoslavia and 
Rwanda, where international criminal 
tribunals have ruled on the crime of 
genocide.
We argue that Israeli attempts to 
“de-civilianise” Palestinian civilians 
in Gaza through the systematically and 
inaccurately employed human shields 
claim are part of a genocidal technique. 
We also outline Israel’s destruction of 
Palestinian culture, heritage, and ed-
ucation systems, ecocidal policies and 
practices, and domicidal policies and 
practices in Gaza, which also reflect 
genocidal intent.
Finally, we contend that Israel’s prac-
tice of apartheid creates an environ-
ment conducive to committing the 
crime of genocide, just like in the cases 

of Nazi Germany and Rwanda, and that 
the Israeli laws enacted to protect its 
leaders from prosecution also point to 
the intent to commit genocide.
When considered collectively, this 
evidence constitutes “reasonable 
grounds” to believe that Israeli leaders 
have a general genocidal intent. This 
should be more than enough for the ICC 
to proceed with necessary legal action.

ICC cannot ignore its own 
genocide rulings
Beyond the availability of extensive 
and comprehensive evidence, the ICC 
should be compelled to act also be-
cause of previous precedents it has set.
Since its inception, the ICC has identi-
fied the existence of a reasonable ba-
sis for investigating cases of genocide, 
including ones with far lesser devasta-
tion to civilian lives and infrastructure 
than currently observed in Gaza.
For instance, in the case of the geno-
cide in Darfur, in a July 2010 decision, 
the court correctly identified that the 
threshold to issue an arrest warrant 
against Sudan’s then-President Omar 
al-Bashir for the crime of genocide was 
that “there are reasonable grounds to 
believe” that the intent exists.
This decision was a revision of the court’s 
initial decision of March 2009 where the 
threshold of inferring the intent was “the 
only reasonable conclusion to be drawn”. 
In its revised decision, the court stated 
that this threshold is only applicable 
later in the trial stage, not at the stage of 
issuing arrest warrants.
Furthermore, it is important to note 
that one of Khan’s predecessors, for-
mer ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Oca-
mpo, clearly stated that even the “siege 
of Gaza itself… is a form of genocide”.
Proceeding from all this evidence 
and recognition, the case for the ICC 
announcing an investigation into 
genocide and issuing arrest warrants 
against Israeli leaders is indisputable, 
especially given its own standards of 
“reasonable grounds” as seen in the 
Bashir case.

The full article first appeared on Al Ja-
zeera.

Over the past few months, the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC) under the 
leadership of Prosecutor Karim Khan 
has come under heavy criticism for not 
taking any concrete steps to prosecute 
the crime of genocide in Gaza.

A bulldozer unloads the bodies of Palestinians killed by Israel and turned over by the 
Israeli military during a mass funeral in Rafah, Gaza, on December 26, 2023.
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Africa’s genocide case against 
Israel. As such, it could not rule 
there was a plausible risk that 
Israel was committing genocide 
in Gaza because that encroached 
on the merits of the case that was 
reserved for the full-blown trial.
The UKLFI also criticises the law-
yers’ mistaken belief that the ICJ’s 
provisional measures were bind-
ing on the UK, which could not be 
the case as it was not a party to the 
proceedings. The lawyers’ letter, 
however, identifies the Genocide 
Convention, not the provisional 
measures, as the source of the 
UK’s obligations to prevent geno-
cide. It is true that the UK’s ob-
ligations derive from the finding 
by the ICJ of a plausible risk of 
genocide, but that is not the same 
as being bound by the courts’ pro-
visional measures.
UKLFI also criticises the lawyers’ 
letter for ignoring the legal ba-
sis of Israel’s operation in Gaza 
including its inherent right of 
self-defence, although the UKLFI 
must know that self-defence can-
not justify genocide. Finally, the 
casualty figures relied on in the 
lawyers’ letter are questioned 
as they are provided by Hamas. 
One can argue about the figures 
both ways — as an overestimate 
and an underestimate. The fact, 
however, is that the death and de-
struction have been in plain sight 
for many months and that when 
the case comes to be tried on the 
merits, the primary issue is going 
to be whether Israel intended to 
destroy the Palestinians in Gaza 
as a people or whether there 
were other reasons for the extent 
of the death and destruction Isra-
el caused in Gaza.
In the UK at this stage, the ques-
tion is whether the plausibility 
ruling by the ICJ was to do with 
Israel’s conduct of operations in 
Gaza or the plight of the Palestin-
ians or whether, as I believe, they 
are two sides of the same coin.
After the letter from the UKLFI 
was published, there was a re-
buttal by the team of lawyers of 
the original letter to the prime 
minister, which is too elaborate 
to reproduce but which criticises 

UKLFI’s analysis as playing with 
words while the Palestinian peo-
ple are being subjected to intol-
erable suffering and destruction 
by Israel.
In effect, the rebuttal says it is 
an obvious truism that the risk 
to the right of possible victims 
of genocide is plausible and 
that the court did not need a 17-
page judgement to say so. Also, 
the plausible risk of genocide is 
consistent with the arguments 
presented to the court and its 
criticism of statements made 
by Israeli politicians for incit-
ing genocide. Finally, there have 
been later rulings and provi-
sional measures in March 2024 
to prevent starvation and pro-
longed and widespread depri-
vation of the basic necessities of 
life, all consistent with the plau-
sible risk of genocide interpreta-
tion of the ICJ’s ruling of January 
26, 2024.
The ICJ’s role in determining 
what provisional measures to re-
quire pending trial was to make a 
provisional judgement about the 
situation in the context of Israel’s 
operations in Gaza said to have 
been conducted in self-defence. 
So far, as the Palestinians in Gaza 
were concerned, the ICJ sought 
to arrest their destruction as a 
people in Gaza by the provisional 
measures it required of Israel in 
the conduct of its military oper-
ations.
As for the Israelis, the court 
preserved their right to defend 
themselves and obtain the re-
lease of their citizens held captive 
in Gaza negatively, by not order-
ing a cease-fire.
The ICJ could not, however, ig-
nore that the nature and scale of 
the destruction of Gaza by Israel 
was prima facie evidence that 
there was a risk that some ele-
ments in the Israeli cabinet har-
boured an intention to destroy 
the Palestinians of Gaza by de-
liberately inflicting on them con-
ditions of life calculated to bring 
about their physical destruction.

The article first appeared on Cyprus 
Mail.
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Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) Karim Khan (front) visits a Gaza border town 
hit by Hamas during the October 7 attack, on December 3, 2023.
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Because an ally of the West is 
accused of such heinous crimes, in most 
cases, only local news outlets covered these 
novel developments.
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If the ICC fails to 
act once again, it 
risks undermining 
its own authority 
as an institution of 
international justice 
and the international 
legal regime as a 
whole.


